SPELT BELGIAN WAFFLES
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While this is “Belgian” in the North American style, these are not the waffles you’d find
on the streets of Brussels. Beyond that, they are delicious! I make the entire batch at
once, keeping them warm in the oven while cooking the rest. They are also great
reheated from frozen. See the notes at the end for these instructions.

INGREDIENTS:
2 cups spelt flour
¼ cup chia meal (see note)
4 tsp. baking powder
½ tsp. salt

2 cups milk (almond, coconut, cow, etc.)
½ cup canola oil
2 eggs, separated

DIRECTIONS:
1. Plug in and heat your Belgian style waffle maker. Turn your oven on to low.
2. In a large bowl combine the spelt flour, chia meal, baking powder and salt. Whisk the dry ingredients
together to blend well.
3. In a large mixing cup or medium bowl combine the milk (almond milk is my favorite for these) and oil.
4. Get a small bowl for separating the eggs. Carefully break the eggs one at a time, dropping the whites
into the clean bowl and the yolks into the milk and oil mixture. Set the whites aside for the moment.
5. Use a fork to mix the wet ingredients together. Pour the wet into the dry and stir to combine. Set this
aside.
6. Using a hand mixer beat the egg whites to firm peaks. Fold the whipped egg whites gently into your
waffle batter. There should still be a few streaks of white in your batter. This is what makes your
waffles fluffy.
7. Cook your waffles according to your waffle maker’s directions. For my waffle maker I use a ½ cup
measuring cup to fill the griddle, close the lid and then flip the maker over. As the waffles finish
cooking, I remove them from the waffle maker and put them in a single layer directly onto the rack of
the oven. This recipe tends to make a total of 8 waffles that fills my oven in two rows of four.
8. Any waffles that you don’t eat you can freeze. To reheat what I do is take one of the waffles out of the
freezer bag, place it on a plate and drizzle about 1 tsp. of water over the waffle. Then I put this in the
microwave for 10 seconds, and finally slide the waffle off of the plate into my toaster oven and toast it
lightly. This gives me a warm, fluffy waffle that is crisply on the outside. If you don’t have a toaster
oven, you can do the same thing with the broiler of your oven, but watch that waffle like a hawk. It can
go from toasty to carbonized (aka burnt) in a second.
Note: Chia seeds lose their awesome oils quickly once ground, so try not to buy them pre-ground as chia meal.
Instead, make your own by blitzing chia seeds in a coffee grinder or food processor. You can do the same with
flax seeds to create a flax meal. Store any extra chia (or flax) meal in the freezer to keep it fresh. I generally use
the black chia seeds since I can find a good organic version. There is also a white chia version that would work
just as well.
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